League
Compliance Services
Compliance challenges continue to grow. And we
partner with many leagues to deliver exceptional
compliance services to their members.

SERVICES OVERVIEW
WHY POLICYWORKS?
+ We are a national leader in credit
union compliance solutions

Compliance Professionals at Your Fingertips
Regulations are updated with increasing frequency and
growing more complex, making it hard for credit unions to
stay on top of everything. The professionals working our
compliance hotline provide league members with timely
answers to their compliance questions.

Resources to Keep up with Changing Regulations
PolicyWorks provides a variety of resources to keep your

+ We serve more than 1,200 credit
unions
+ We save your credit union members
time and money
+ O
 ur team of experts provide an
unparelleled depth of knowledge
+ C
 redit unions report 98%
satisfaction

SUITE OF SERVICES:

member credit unions up to speed on changing regulations.

+ Phone and email support

Our members-only website features a repository of

+ Monthly newsletters

questions frequently asked by their credit union peers,

+ Rule Summaries and Q&As

up-to-date compliance information on new guidance from

+ Members’ only website

regulators, summaries of new rules, a list of upcoming
compliance deadlines and much more.

The services provided by PolicyWorks should not be construed as legal services, legal advice, or in any way establishing an attorney-client relationship.

+ Compliance calendar
+ Town Hall webinars

866.518.0209

policyworksllc.com
90116

League Compliance Services
Phone and Email Support
Credit unions can contact our team of compliance professionals for all their
membership-based compliance questions. A deep bench of experts, including former
financial institution employees, is ready to help them navigate the regulatory
environment.

Monthly Newsletters
Delivered right to their inbox, our bi-monthly newsletter contains the latest
regulatory news to help credit unions stay on top of compliance changes and
deadlines. Access links to additional compliance information and upcoming trainings.

Rule Summaries and Q&As
Credit unions receive summaries of new final rules and also dig deeper into hot-topic
issues with our monthly Q&As. This repository of questions frequently asked by credit
unions can be used as the first step to getting their questions answered.

Members’ Only Website
Through our members’ only website, credit unions have access to our compliance
resource center which includes compliance bulletins, comment requests, newsletter
archives, Q&As and our compliance calendar.

Compliance Calendar
Help ensure your credit union members are not caught off guard. With access to a list
of upcoming compliance deadlines such as comment due dates, filing deadlines and
final rule effective dates, your credit unions will always know what’s coming.

Town Hall Webinars
Compliance Town Halls are 30 minute webinars, offered exclusively to league
members. Our experts summarize key information and explain what credit unions
needs to know on a variety of compliance hot topics.

The services provided by PolicyWorks should not be construed as legal services, legal advice, or in any way establishing an attorney-client relationship.
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